Abstract-Maltese Front location statistics are obtained from multi-channel sea-surface temperature (MCSST) images, derived from Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) observations of the Mediterranean Sea during 3 March-27 September 1993. The statistics are based on semiautomated determinations of the Front's sea-surface temperature surface expression. Expert analyses from the Naval Oceanographic Office give an accuracy check. Expert techniques are largely manual, labor-intensive, subjective, and skill-dependent; automation could be beneficial. A mathematical morphology-based method successfully delineates the Front; it finds the temperature gradients most likely to be the Front's and presents the corresponding segmentations to the operator. The method was developed to find stars in astronomical images, and has successfully analyzed solar magnetograms and satellite Gulf Stream images. Rings, fronts, and sunspots are not star-like, but simple pre-processing adapts the technique to these problem domains. This work constitutes another successful application. The success in "moving" the technique is encouraging. The Maltese Front's thermal gradients are 5-10 times weaker than the Gulf Stream North Wall's, yet the method produces useful results. So, it may work in other regions.
INTRODUCTION
Human expert analysts derive useful oceanographic information from satellite observations, but the techniques are largely manual, labor-intensive, and are both subjective and highly dependent on the interpreter's skill. An automated or semi-automated system could provide a useful alternative. A method that uses the opening and closing operations of mathematical morphology [l, 21 shows success in delineating the Maltese Front comparable to earlier Gulf Stream results [3, 41. The method finds the temperature gradients most likely to be the front's and presents the corresponding segmentations to the operator, who may overrule the system's choices. The results may be input to further processing, e.g. feature labeling, edge linking, etc. [5] . THE 
METHOD Mathematical Morphology
Extensive discussions and reviews of mathematical morphology may be found in [I, 2, 61 . Mathematical morphology is an approach to image processing based on shape.
Morphologic operators work with two images (sets of pixels): the data to be analyzed and a structuring element, analogous to a convolution kernel. The structuring element is a geometric pattern of pixels that may be thought of as a probe which finds specific shapes in the (other) image.
Dilation combines two images using vector addition of set elements. The dilation operator is used to fill "holes" in the image equal to or smaller in size than a particular structuring element. Erosion, the morphological opposite of dilation, combines two images using vector subtraction of set elements. The erosion operator is used to eliminate islands smaller than a particular structuring element. Opening is an erosion followed by a dilation of the eroded image. Closing is a dilation followed by an erosion of the dilated image. A binary image that has been both opened and closed cannot be transformed further by either operation 111. The operations for gray-level images can be visualized by regarding both the image and the structuring element as (intensity) surfaces. When the entire structuring element fits under or at the image surface, the eroded image pixel corresponding to the origin of the structuring element is given the minimum intensity of all image pixels "spanned" by the structuring element. If any structuring element pixel fits under or at the image surface, the dilated image pixel is given the maximum intensity of all image pixels spanned by the structuring element. The structuring element's origin is often its center pixel, but does not need to be. If all of the structuring element pixels have the same value, that "height" creates an intensity threshold for the image.
The Algorithm
The structuring element is a square (usually a 3 x 3 gives the smoothest edges) array of constant-value pixels. The method opens the image and then closes the opened image at a particular threshold. The output of this step is the input to the next step, opening and closing at a higher threshold. The process is repeated until a stable division into objects and background is found.
Choosing a threshold is equivalent to defining (tentatively) an object boundary's intensity; incrementing it is equivalent to (tentatively) redefining that level. The increment is related to an estimate of the intensity difference corresponding to edges of interest. When the threshold is twice incremented near an edge intensity, only a few pixels change from object to background or vice versa on the second iteration.
The basic algorithm is described in more detail in [7] , in which it is used to find stars in astronomical images. The changes necessary to adapt the method to one new problem domain, finding Ocean features in satellite infrared images, are 0-7803-2567-2195 $4.00 0 1995 IEEE described in [3, 4] . Note that the type of processing is what is called an "altemating sequential filter" in [8].
Adaptation to the Problem
The method is not problem-specific; it has been applied successfully to find stars in astronomical images, ocean features in infrared (IR) images of the Gulf Stream region, sunspots in solar magnetograms, and in the present application [9] . Only some preprocessing and other minor changes are necessary.
The software permits the replacement of foreground values with the original image intensities for those pixels, instead of the values that result from the definitions of the morphological operations. A related option is choosing the foreground to be made up of pixels either above or below the threshold defined by the structuring element. More than one step can be performed (e.g., to find pixels between two thresholds).
The Maltese Front application starts with sea-surface-temperature (SST) images of the Mediterranean Sea. SST images use an algorithm that combines channels of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on the NOAA-11 satellite to produce a numerical SST estimate with 0.1"C resolution; brightness increases with temperature. The water on one side of the Maltese Front is typically the coldest "object" (along with clouds) in the image, so a single-step process that eliminates colder objects can find it. The stability (convergence) criterion is a minimum in the number of pixels changing classification. A method for choosing a reasonable initial threshold that depends on the time of year, based on study of a large set of images, reduces the number of iterations needed to produce results.
PROCESSING Front Detection
Fifty-four 256 x 256 subimages were extracted from larger 16-bit SST images of a portion of the Mediterranean Sea, acquired during 3 March to 27 September 1993. Forty-nine of them were usable for this study. All of the subimages cover the same area, 34.04' to 37.16' north latitude and 13.36' to 17.18' east longitude. The subimages were further converted to 8-bit data while maintaining the full 0.1'C temperature resolution by extracting the range 7.5'C through 33.0'C. of the front ("frontmax"). The system then smooths the temperature values in the image and zeroes pixels with temperatures no greater than this value. The aim of the system (or human analyst) is to use information contained in the image to reduce the number of choices for frontmax from 256 to one or a few, among which is the correct value. The first processing step is calculation of image statistics. Study of the statistics of all images in the data set provided a procedure to specify an initial threshold, based on the date and quality (an "image quality" measure is one of the statistics) of the image, that yields frontmax estimates in a small number of iterations. The program opens and closes the image, and the number of pixels that change classification from background to object or vice versa is found for each iteration.
The program finds ranges containing minima (in the number of pixels changing category), and presents the analyst with up to 4 segmented images (for which pixels with smoothed temperatures less than the candidate frontmax are set to zero), ranked in order of the likelihood that each contains the correct frontmax. The user may choose to accept one of the displayed segmentations as accurately delineating the front (and save it), to explore other possible frontmax values in a range, or to select an arbitrary frontmax value. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results. 
